
HPS Return to School 
Communication #2 

 
Survey Says! 
 
Earlier this spring you were asked about the academic experiences the Hopkins Public 
Schools provided during our distance learning period that was brought on by Covid-19. 
The surveys asked: what went right,  what didn’t, and how we could improve this fall 
should distance learning need to take place again.  Our Return to School Data Review 
Committee began looking at the surveys that were collected this spring from students, 
parents and staff.   Their analysis found these common threads: 

1. There is a need for consistent platforms and grading policies per building (all the 
same). 

2. We need to communicate (teachers to students, teachers to parents, 
administration to students, administration to parents) 

3. Need to have structure for preparing consistent online lessons/videos/2 way 
communications per building (ex. Google.Classroom, teachers recording lessons 
vs. online Zoom instruction). 

4. Need Professional Development for teachers asap (regarding remote learning). 
Due to the learning curve of many staff (some comfortable while most are not), 
the need for consistency and common expectations is strong. 

5. Need for flexibility (on when students could complete work) was liked by parents 
and students. Many parents have children watching younger students while they 
work, and many students were employed and chose to “school” at night. 

6. Need for either adequate Internet at every household, or an equivalent method to 
get the same information to them (ex. jump drive downloads). Paper packets do 
not provide adequate instruction, and parents shared that most do not have the 
time (and sometimes knowledge) to teach their children. 

One consensus was clear...there is a desire to have full-time learning at school. If this is 
not possible, then hybrid approach would be the next best choice for our community. 
Remote learning for all would be the last option...but there is an understanding that we 
must prepare for this.  
 
All of these insights are being taken into consideration as Hopkins Public Schools 
creates its Return To School plans in coordination with MI Safe Schools: Michigan’s 
2020-2021 Return to School Roadmap that was announced on June 30.  For more 
information on the roadmap go to 
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/whitmer/MI_Safe_Schools_Roadmap_FINAL_695
392_7.pdf 
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